WE SUPPORT THE INDUSTRY

PRODUCTION | DISTRIBUTION | SERVICES

we combine manufacturing, trade and services in a wide range of industrial sectors

over 40 years of experience

VISIT OUR ONLINE SHOP
www.pneumat.com.pl
We manufacture customized pneumatic cylinders and gas springs on demand within 24h.

Our comprehensive offer includes the following products, necessary for the proper functioning of the many industries, as:

- pneumatic cylinders
- gas springs
- air operated valves
- solenoid valves
- safety valves
- fittings and couplings
- threaded fittings
- quick couplings
- compressed air blocks
- pressure reducers
- ball valves
- vacuum technology
- pneumatic hoses
- manometers
- air compressors
- air dryers and filters
- pressure vessels
- pneumatic tools
- spraying equipment
Our company provides value by combining technical knowledge with commercial potential, production and service. As a result, we create customized solutions based on modern technology.

We have developed our online store and online tools in order to give our customers:

- ability to automate orders
- ability to order multiple products via Excel list
- placing orders using QR code or barcode
- comparison engine
- configurators
- dedication business terms

We offer wide range of industrial products at: www.pneumat.com.pl

Our online platform is a new level of efficiency of communication in business.

We focus on functionality and safety of information.
We maintain a stock to ensure continuity of supply and we are working with WMS integrated with ERP. We have the latest storage systems at our disposal, which uses the rack stacker crane system.

Warehouse automation means - first of all - optimization of work, more space for products through the use of modern high bay warehousing systems.

Moreover we implemented technologically advanced intelligent storage system that gives us ability to deliver 1800 parcels per day.
We decided to automate logistics processes. We are working with WMS integrated with ERP and shop line. We have introduced two-shift system of work in the warehouse.

We also set high standards in addition to the packaging products - including custom packaging.

We focused on two characteristics: safety of goods during transport and aesthetics.
Our company has also experience in cooperation with foreign business partners, since we distribute abroad - among others in the Czech Republic and Ukraine.

Our aim is to develop business with further distribution points and we are open for cooperation in this field.
### MILESTONES IN DEVELOPMENT OF PNEUMAT SYSTEM

- **1976**: Starting a business by Ryszard Pachura
- **2004**: Starting production of pneumatic cylinders
- **2007**: Opening the new office, 4 Paprotna St., Wrocław PL
- **2008**: Creating a technical design department
- **2010**: Opening the first branch outside Wrocław
- **2012**: Starting production of gas springs
- **2015**: Opening the new office building, production and storage hall, 160 Obornicka St., Wrocław PL
- **2017**: Launching an Automated Storage And Retrieval System (ASRS)
- **2018**: Starting construction of new production and storage hall, 160 Obornicka St., Wrocław PL
- **2019**: Opening the new production and storage hall, 160 Obornicka St., Wrocław PL

### 2020 FACTS

- **Over 40** years of experience
- **10** branches in Poland
- **Over 150** employees across Poland
- **40** mobile technical advisors
- **160,000** products in offer
- **24,000** SKU based on intelligent storage system
- **1,800** ability to ship parcels per day

### ABOUT US

We are a family company. We combine manufacturing, trade and services in a wide range of industrial solutions. We think of the business in the long term, guided by the values and primarily on partnership, engagement, development and reliability.

What distinguishes us from the competition is our pneumatic know-how and experience.